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Abstract. Ultrasound sensors and inspection systems are frequently used to generate acoustic waves in metal structures 
capable of detecting and characterizing cracks, pits, erosion, inclusions, weld anomalies, and other material and structural 
features. One significant problem with piezoelectric transducers is the difficulty to achieve good coupling between the 
transducer and the surface being examined. This is particularly true in harsh conditions with high temperatures, cyclical 
hot and cold temperatures, highly radioactive fields found near nuclear reactors or spent nuclear fuel, caustic or corrosive 
fluids, and other extreme environmental conditions, as well as in long-term monitoring applications where repair or 
replacement of the sensor is difficult or expensive. Typically, coupling between the surface and the transducer is achieved 
with water, gel, grease, viscous shear coupling material, or pressure, which might not be possible or appropriate for long-
term applications in which the impedance-matching materials wear away, evaporate, or simply stop functioning due to 
changes in surface conditions. Fluid couplings can evaporate or drain away from the transducer-substrate interface; glue-
based couplings may foul or fail and are notoriously unreliable at high temperatures and in radioactive environments. 

This work explores the behavior of a magnetostrictive cold-spray patch that is metallurgically bonded to a stainless 
steel inspection target surface, and compares it to the performance of a standard adhesively-bonded ferrous-cobalt 
magnetostrictive strip solution. Cold-spray is a coating process where 10–100 micron diameter powdered metal is 
accelerated to Mach 2 to Mach 3 (2–3 × speed of sound) and impacted on the surface to be coated. Each powder particle 
forms a kinetic bond with the substrate or other coating particles to produce a metallurgically bonded layer. If the powder 
is nickel or cobalt with high magnetostrictive coefficients, this surface can serve as the base of a magnetostrictive sensor 
suitable for crack or pitting-damage inspection and monitoring that is not subject to temporal or environmental degradation. 
A commercially pure nickel (CPNi) cold-spray patch-based sensor on a 2 × 4 ft., ¼ and ½ in. thick plate was contrasted 
with a more conventional FeCo adhesive strip to determine feasibility and relative efficacy of the two magnetostrictive 
substrates. The magnetostrictive coefficient of CPNi is reported as 25–60 ppm while cobalt has a magnetostrictive 
coefficient of 40–120. Moreover, the FeCo strip is prepared with a magnetic bias treatment. As might be anticipated, the 
FeCo strip showed ~7–19 dB stronger edge-wall reflection than the CPNi patch; however, both signals were readily 
detectable. This degree of different responses is manageable within the range of gain settings of commercial EMAT 
instruments. Based on the edge reflections, it is inferred that sensitivity to pit or crack flaws would be similarly detectable 
and, therefore, the cold-spray patch would be a viable alternative to a FeCo adhesive strip sensor that is not subject to 
adhesive degradation. Influences of magnetic bias and cold-spray patch thickness are also explored in this study. 

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE SENSING 

The concept of magnetostrictive ultrasound in general and magnetostrictive guided-wave ultrasound in particular 
is well understood by practitioners of the art and has been addressed by numerous researchers in the literature [1, 2]. 
Two principal configurations of patch magnetostrictive sensing are shown in Fig. 1. The sensor system consists of an 
electrically conductive shape, referred to as the coil, placed over the magnetostrictive layer (either a ferrous cobalt, 
(FeCo) adhesive strip or a commercially pure nickel (CPNi) cold-spray patch for the purpose of this publication). A 
perturbation in the magnetic field acting on a magnetostrictive material with its magnetic domains directionally aligned 
gives rise to a stress wave. The nature of the stress wave (shear, lamb,...) is dependent upon the relative alignment of 
the magnetic field perturbation and the domain orientation. 



  
FIGURE 1. (left) SH0 magnetostrictive sensor configuration; (right) Lamb wave magnetostrictive sensor configuration. In 

either case, the sensors may be used singly as both transmit and receive units or in tandem in a pitch-catch mode. 
 
The acoustic wave is generated in the magnetostrictive layer by inducing a high-current pulse or sinusoidal chirp 

of one to several wave-lengths at the desired inspection frequency that induces a transient magnetic field change. The 
acoustic wave transmits equally in both directions. Frequency selection is a trade-off between propagation distance, 
temporal/spatial resolution, and natural modes that may be enhanced or attenuated depending on material thickness, 
speed of sound, attenuation, etc. The amplitude of the acoustic wave is a function of the magnetostrictive coefficient 
of the magnetostrictive layer, the biasing field strength, and the coil pulse current; lift-off between the coil and the 
magnetostrictive layer; and a number of other factors that are beyond the scope of this paper. The focus of this study 
was simply to compare the efficacy of a CPNi cold-spray magnetostrictive patch layer compared to a commercial 
FeCo strip. The study was limited to the SH0 configuration as this is the mode of primary interest for guided-wave 
inspections for cracks and corrosion. 

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE DOMAIN ALIGNMENT 

Magnetostrictive domain alignment can be achieved by passing or swiping a strong permanent magnet over the 
magnetostrictive material. This alignment is transitory in that the magnetic pulse or chirp will disrupt the preferential 
alignment and the signal response will degrade after minutes or seconds of exposure. This is not a problem for a “one-
shot” field inspection supported by an operator who can incorporate the magnet swipe into the inspection procedure. 
The signal is typically acquired within milliseconds, well before the magnetic domain alignment is compromised. For 
a permanently installed continuous or periodic monitoring application where it is impractical to manually swipe the 
magnetostrictive material, alternate approaches are required. Permanent magnets that bridge the coils can be 
conveniently and simply applied [3]. These magnets will be strongly attracted to the magnetostrictive material even if 
the underlying substrate is a non-magnetic material like stainless steel, aluminum, or even a non-metal like carbon-
fiber reinforced plastic. Most permanent magnets however do not perform well at high temperatures. Samarium cobalt 
(SmCo) magnet’s maximum recommended use temperature is 250–550°C with a Curie temperature of 700–800°C. 
Neodymium magnets maximum recommended temperature is 230°C with a Curie temperature of 310°C. All 
permanent magnets loose some of their magnetic strength as temperature increases; and once temperatures exceed the 
Curie temperature, they lose all magnetic properties. Electromagnets may also be used and can be engineered to 
withstand significantly higher temperatures; however, their use requires wire/cable attachments and power to generate 
the electromagnet coil current. 

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE MATERIAL 

The performance of the magnetostrictive sensor is primarily governed by its magnetostrictive coefficients. 
Magnetostrictive coefficients related to the Joule effect [4] are quantified by the change in dimension as a material is 
subjected to a change in its magnetic field. The Joule magnetostriction coefficient is defined as λ = δL / L as the 
material passes from a magnetic field of zero to saturation. This is actually a complex measurement because the 
dimension change must be addressed in six dimensions plus there is the consideration of the orientation of the imposed 
magnetic field. In practice, λ is only measured along the principal field axis. Coefficients of λ may be either positive 

  



or negative but, for sensor performance, only the absolute value is important. Larger is preferred. The saturation 
magnetostriction, λs, is calculated from the difference between the maximum magnetostriction with the field parallel 
to a given direction (λs||) and that with the field perpendicular to the given direction (λs⊥). Assuming for simplicity that 
the medium is isotropic, the saturation magnetostriction is given by [5] 

 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s s 3 2 s  and is commonly expressed in dimensionless units of 3 2 s⊥λ − λ = λ λP   (1) 

 
The inverse magnetostrictive effect or the Villari effect relates to the change of magnetic susceptibility of a material 
when subjected to a mechanical stress [6]. 

For high-temperature applications, one must also consider the Curie temperature above which all magnetic 
properties are lost. The magnetostrictive coefficients and Curie temperatures of common or candidate materials are 
shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Candidate materials for magnetostrictive sensors (from [5] except where otherwise noted). 

Material 
Magnetostrictive 

Coefficient (3/2) λs E-6 
Curie 
Temp. Notes (mostly related to Cold Spray) 

Nickel (Ni) −50 354 Corrosion resistant; commonly cold-sprayed 
Cobalt (Co) −93 1120 Carcinogen but can be cold-sprayed  
Iron (Fe) −14 770 Can be cold sprayed; corrosion-susceptible 
Ferrous Cobalt (FeCo) 87 500 Standard for adhesive strip alloyed 50%/50% 
Terfenal D 1620 380 No cold-spray history 
Met-Glass 60 370 No cold-spray history but similar to ceramics 

that have been sprayed 
 

Iron-cobalt (FeCo) material is most commonly used in an adhesive strip configuration for magnetostrictive sensors. 
In some cases, this material is annealed within a strong magnetic field to preferentially orient the magnetic domains 
and make them more easily aligned. This is the configuration used as a reference to compare to the cold-spray patch 
described below. 

COLD-SPRAY MAGNETOSTRICTIVE SENSOR 

Cold-spray coatings are deposited by accelerating 10–100 micron powders to Mach 2 to Mach 3 (2–3 × speed of 
sound) to impact against a substrate. Typical substrates include carbon steel, stainless steel, Hastelloy, aluminum, 
zirconium, and carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic. A typical spraying configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The spray can be 
applied either robotically or manually. Typically each spray pass deposits 1–3 mills (0.2–0.7 mm) of material, but 
repeated passes can build up more than a centimeter of material. Moreover, the coating is virtually completely in 
compressive stress. Even though the powder is heated to 300+ °C, thermal stresses are minimal compared to thermal 
or plasma spray coatings. This is one reason why cold-spray coatings are favored for corrosion resistance and 
particularly stress corrosion cracking. 

 

 
FIGURE 2. (left) Schematic of cold spray system and (right) image of manual application cold spray system. Courtesy of VRC 

Metal Systems. 



CPNi COLD SPRAY PATCH VS. FECO ADHESIVE STRIP COMPARISON 

To compare the performance of CPNi cold-spray patch sensors to the adhesive FeCo strip sensors, two 0.25 in. × 
2 ft. × 4 ft. (6.35 mm × 610 mm × 1219 mm) plates and one 0.5 in. ×2 ft. × 4 ft. (12.7 mm × 510 mm ×1219 mm) plate 
with cold-spray patches and FeCo adhesive strips were prepared. The sensor coil and magnet were then applied 
similarly to both the cold-spray patches and the FeCo strip to compare the edge-wall reflections of the two conditions. 
The magnetostrictive magnetic bias was achieved and examined in three ways: 

• swiping a permanent magnet (~ 0.35 tesla at magnet face) 
• biasing using a stationary permanent magnet (~0.52 tesla @ magnet face) (Fig. 3, left) 
• biasing with a stationary electromagnet (assumed to be similar strength to permanent magnet at magnet face 

but gauss meter did not measure AC field) (Fig. 3, right) 
 

  
FIGURE 3. (left) Permanent magnets biasing the cold-spray patch beneath the coil. (right) Electromagnet biasing the 

magnetostrictive patch over the same coil. 
 

Data was acquired using an Innerspec PowerBox H with a medium-range UT instrument and, in all cases, the coil 
was an Innerspec RF coil (205C0469) with a pitch of 0.5 in., thereby producing an SH0 wavelength of 1.0 in. The 
excitation waveform was a 2-cycle pulse generally with 600 volts. Displays are gained for the plate edge reflections 
to be ~ 80% of full scale to graphically show the signal and noise amplitude. The absolute and relative response 
amplitudes are shown in the bar-chart of Fig. 9. 

In addition to varying the magnetic bias conditions, data were taken with the coil in the center of the CPNi cold-
spray patch and in the center of the FeCo strip and then compared to data taken with the coil at the edge of the patch 
or strip. The excitation voltage was also parametrically varied. Neither of these parameters had a significant impact 
on the signal image or apparent signal-to-noise ratio. Significant images to contrast are shown below. 

Under all mag-bias cases with the ¼ in. plate, the FeCo strip produced clean back-wall reflections (Fig. 4). The 
initial cold-spray reflections were not as strong but were still clearly evident. The CPNi cold-spray magnetostrictive 
patch signals, however, were contaminated by noise that seemed to be associated with a ringing echo within the CPNi 
cold-spray patch (Fig. 5). To mitigate this, the CPNi cold spray patch was machined to ~ 0.5 mm (0.020 in.) and 
subsequently to 0.25 mm (0.010 in.). Neither of the thinned CPNi patches exhibited the ringing noise within the 
magnetostrictive patch (Fig. 6). 



 
FIGURE 4. (left) FeCo strip on ¼ in. plate with permanent magnet swipe biasing. (right) FeCo strip on ¼ in. plate with 

stationary permanent magnet bias. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. (left) ¼ in. plate with coil over 1 mm thick CPNi patch with permanent magnet swipe. (right) ¼ in. plate with coil 

over 1 mm CPNi patch and with stationary permanent magnet. 
 

 
FIGURE 6. (left) ¼ in. plate with coil over 0.5 mm thick CPNi patch with permanent magnet swipe. (right) ¼ in. plate with coil 

over 0.5 mm CPNi patch and with stationary permanent magnet. 



Edge reflections from the ½ in. plate were also clear in all cases. The permanent magnet swipe and the fixed 
permanent magnet images are shown in Fig. 7 for the FeCo strip and in Fig. 8 for the 0.5 mm thick CPNi cold-spray 
patch. The noise just beyond the near edge reflection was greater than with the ¼ in. plate for both the FeCo strip and 
for the CPNi cold-spray patch. 

 

 
FIGURE 7. ½ in. plate with FeCo strip (left) with permanent magnet swipe and (right) with fixed permanent magnet bias. 
 

 
FIGURE 8. ½ in. plate with 0.5 mm cold-spray patch (left) with permanent magnet swipe and (right) with fixed permanent 

magnet bias. 
 
Relative amplitude responses are shown in Fig. 9. In all cases, the largest amplitude response was with the fixed 

permanent magnet bias over the FeCo strip sensor. Although there was not much difference between the near-edge 
and far-edge reflections, predictably the near-edge response was largest and, therefore, this was used for the bar-graphs 
shown. The sensor coil and the instrument pulsing voltages were kept constant between the FeCo strip and the CPNi 
patch sensor, thereby allowing the CPNi patch response to be shown as a relative value compared to the FeCo strip 
according to: 
 
 Relative amplitude response a = Absolute amplitude response a / Absolute response FeCo strip (2) 
 

Thus, the first normalized responses shown for the FeCo strip sensors are unity (1.0) by definition. The two cases 
of the ¼ in. plate and the ½ in. plate are considered separately. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

• The thick (1–2+ mm) CPNi cold-spray patch produced excessive noise from the acoustic wave reflecting 
within the patch from the patch edges. Thinning the patch to 0.5 mm and subsequently 0.25 mm substantially 
eliminated this patch-edge noise. 

• Thinning the CPNi patch from 0.5 mm to 0.25 mm increased the amplitude response by ~6 to 10 dB. 



 
• Although the CPNi cold-spray patch edge reflection amplitude results were 7–19 dB lower than those 

produced by the FeCo strip, the plate edge reflection signals were clearly present and baseline noise was 
similar. Such a reduced amplitude could be compensated for by gain adjustments in commercial UT 
instruments such as the one used in this study. This would indicate that the cold-spray patch sensors could be 
used in an SH guided-wave inspection regime similarly to the FeCo adhesive strip sensors to detect corrosion 
cracks, pitting, or other damage that would reflect an ultrasound wave. This would be particularly appropriate 
in applications where the FeCo strip was not acceptable such as high temperature, high radiation, corrosion 
environments, or long-term permanent monitors. 

• The magnetostrictive coefficient of CPNi is approximately half that of FeCo or pure cobalt and significantly 
less than some other materials. If a stronger magnetostrictive material were used, the edge responses would 
be expected to also be stronger. 

• The strongest edge reflections were achieved with the fixed permanent magnet. The electromagnet was not as 
strong but generally produced similarly clean signals. For high-temperature applications, the magnetic bias 
would likely be generated with an electromagnet. 
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FIGURE 9. Relative amplitude response of CPNi patch compared to adhesive FeCo Magnetostrictive strip for ¼ in (top) and 

½ in. (bottom) plates. 
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